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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAAP</td>
<td>Study Abroad Articulation Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMAS</td>
<td>Study Abroad Major Advising Sheet(s) (See MAP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>The University of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSD</td>
<td>The University of California at San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMN</td>
<td>The University of Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOEAP</td>
<td>Universitywide Office of the Education Abroad Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWEC</td>
<td>The University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Introduction

The Learning Abroad Center at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities is leading the nation in the development of meaningful and academically relevant study abroad options for undergraduate students by enabling them to fulfill major and/or liberal studies requirements overseas. The Curriculum Integration initiative, which is accomplished through extensive program research and collaboration with individual academic departments, provides opportunities for undergraduate students to study abroad without extending the length of the degree plan. This innovative approach to study abroad administration is transforming the ways in which international education professionals at the University of Minnesota and beyond approach the complex process of study abroad advising. The goal is no longer to simply recruit as many students as possible for study abroad opportunities through creative marketing; instead, study abroad advisers at the University of Minnesota are seeking to tailor international education experiences to meet the academic requirements and goals of each department and to achieve specific learning outcomes. This paradigm shift from destination-focused to discipline-focused advising has proven particularly beneficial for students enrolled in underrepresented disciplines such as engineering, natural sciences, and information technology.

The University of Minnesota has put forth its own framework, The Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration, to assist other institutions attempting the process of incorporating study abroad as an integral aspect of the undergraduate experience. This model was presented at the April 2004 Curriculum Integration Conference in Minneapolis and was enthusiastically received by 400 participants from 120 higher
education institutions in the United States, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, Australia, Denmark, France, and Spain (Anderson 2005, p. ii).

Since 2004, the Curriculum Integration team has continued to offer workshops to provide training to University of Minnesota departments, faculty, academic advisers, and study abroad administrators, in addition to presenting the evolving model at national conferences such as NAFSA and The Forum. Many colleges and university systems across the United States have published statements of intent on their websites stating their commitment to incorporating Curriculum Integration into study abroad administration; of those institutions, a significant number specifically cite the Minnesota Model as the impetus and inspiration for this paradigm shift. However, the commitment to effect institutional change presents a tremendous undertaking that can be arduous, costly, time-consuming, and even overwhelming. In order for the University of Minnesota to continue to develop, modify, and streamline the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration for ease of implementation across institutions, maintaining close contact with the first group of institutions that have opted to attempt this innovation is essential.

As only three years have passed since the first international Curriculum Integration conference in Minneapolis, we know relatively little about the outcomes of the implementation of the Minnesota Model at other institutions and, ultimately, the duplicability and transportability of the model itself. Michael Vande Berg (2005) stated in his closing plenary comments at the 2004 Curriculum Integration conference in Minneapolis that he was optimistic about the transportability of the Minnesota Model despite the fact that other institutions may lack the outside funding that the University of Minnesota has secured through the FIPSE and Bush grants (p. 38). However, the
transportability of this model must be further examined though case study research. Many questions remain unanswered. How have other colleges and universities used the Minnesota Model to integrate study abroad into the curriculum? What challenges have they faced? Is the Minnesota Model flexible enough to adapt to a wide variety of institutional cultures? What can be learned from these early experiences?

This interview case study project is an effort to gauge the perceptions and responses of professional study abroad administrators to the complexities of Curriculum Integration and the utilization of the Minnesota Model as an effective means of creating academically relevant study abroad experiences for undergraduate students. It is an extension of the unpublished Minnesota Model case study project conducted by the Director of Curriculum Integration at the University of Minnesota in 2006, which included interviews with study abroad administrators from three higher education institutions that were in the process of implementing their own Curriculum Integration efforts. These institutions included Oregon State University (OSU), the University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire (UWEC), and Skidmore College.

Until this extension project, the results of those interviews were available only in the form of the researcher’s notes. I have expanded the findings into a narrative format as per the researcher’s request, and have extended the study to include interviews with three study abroad administrators from two other institutions applying the Minnesota Model in 2007: Michigan State University (MSU) and the University of California at San Diego (UCSD). The purpose of this extension of the 2006 University of Minnesota interview study is twofold. First, I have attempted to expand the knowledge base that the University of Minnesota Curriculum Integration team has constructed with regard to the
transportability of the Minnesota Model to other institutional contexts. The second purpose is to provide the Curriculum Integration team with a case study framework that can be further expanded and built upon on a yearly basis as more higher education institutions adopt and adapt various aspects of the Minnesota Model. Maintaining close contact with practitioners at participating institutions will prove invaluable in terms of developing and refining the Minnesota Model in the years to come.

**Review of Literature**

The American higher education system has begun to recognize the need to equip students with the skills necessary to navigate the complexities of an increasingly globalized and interconnected world (Barker, 2000; Pickert, 1992; Wood, 2005). Posey’s (2003) study of the differences of educational achievement between study abroad participants and non-participants moves beyond the commonly cited outcomes of personal development, language acquisition, and intercultural competence to demonstrate the impact of study abroad on skill building and human capital. Despite the well-documented academic and personal benefits of study abroad, international education professionals recognize that simply transporting students overseas is not necessarily sufficient for achieving learning outcomes required by a particular discipline or concentration (Balkcum, 2005). As a result, creating academically relevant and meaningful study abroad experiences for undergraduate students has presented a longstanding challenge for international education professionals in the United States.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, many American higher education institutions began searching for ways to increase enrollment in study abroad programs in an effort to internationalize the undergraduate experience. In an extensive report on the Study Abroad
Articulation Project (SAAP), Burn (1991) presents case studies of eight universities that formed a collaborative partnership to increase student participation in study abroad. Participating universities included the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Earlham College, Georgetown University, the University of California at Riverside, the University of Colorado at Boulder, Kalamazoo College, Pomona College, and Smith College. The SAAP study culminated in a compilation of best practices from each of these universities ranging from garnering faculty support to establishing a concentration in International Affairs. The issue of shifting the perception of study abroad from that of a supplementary educational experience to an integral aspect of the overall undergraduate curriculum was present, but remained in the periphery in favor of internationalizing the campus as a whole. Much of the available literature to this effect is focused solely on the institutional perspective rather than that of the practitioner and/or student (Barrows, 2000; Bok, 1995; Bonfiglio, 1999).

The efforts of higher education institutions nationwide to increase enrollment in study abroad through programs such as SAAP doubled the number of participating undergraduates over the course of a decade from 48,400 in 1987-1988 to 99,500 students in 1997-1998 (Balkcum, 2005, p. 5). However, this increase in participation was far from significant as it represented only 1% of the total undergraduate student population in the United States. Of that small fraction, only 22% of study abroad participants were enrolled in degree programs outside of the humanities and social sciences (Balkcum, p. 5). Clearly, a marketing strategy for recruitment was not meeting the academic needs of students enrolled in these disciplines.
The new millennium brought forth a discursive shift in the literature; the need to integrate study abroad into the curriculum was acknowledged by educators and administrators alike, and researchers began analyzing the curriculum integration process at the institutional level. During the 2003-2004 academic year, the Forum on Education Abroad conducted a study entitled A Baseline Survey of Curriculum Integration in Education Abroad (Woodruff et al., 2005). The objectives of this survey were to “identify the broadly varied conceptualizations and definitions of curriculum integration, describe the methods used to implement the model(s), and describe challenges that have been encountered with the models and integration methods” (p. 4).

Forty-six U.S. higher education institutions responded to the survey, which asked them to describe their understanding of curriculum integration, transfer of credit for study abroad, the use of study abroad as a requirement, institutional culture, the role of faculty in study abroad, and institutional obstacles to study abroad. The results of the data analysis showed that while the participating institutions were attempting to integrate study abroad experience into the curriculum in many creative and innovative ways, a consensus on the meaning of Curriculum Integration in the form of a cohesive cross-disciplinary model separate from the Minnesota Model had not emerged (p. 19).

It is evident from the aforementioned studies that institutions internationalize in different ways and often collaborate to share resources and best practices. The individualized internationalization efforts of higher education institutions have been well-documented, and advice for how to achieve individual institutional goals is abundant (Bartell, 2003; Burr, 2004; Kerrigan, 2005). Keillor and Emore (2003), for example, have put forth a Curriculum Integration model specifically for International Business
departments designed to be transportable across institutions. However, there is little discussion in the relevant literature regarding the implementation of a specific model of Curriculum Integration (such as the Minnesota Model) that extends not only across institutions, but also across disciplines. Furthermore, the studies previously discussed have not directly incorporated the perspectives of individual practitioners or study abroad administrators working to implement such a multifaceted model of institutional change. As more institutions are adopting the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration to meet their internationalization goals, understanding the practitioner perspective will be essential for the development and sustainability of this innovative framework.

The Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration

The Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration traces its roots to the late 1990s, when the Learning Abroad Center at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities created a partnership with the Institute of Technology (IT) as a pilot initiative to increase undergraduate access to international education opportunities within typically underrepresented disciplines such as engineering and the sciences (University of Minnesota Learning Abroad Center, 2006). This goal was to be accomplished through a paradigm shift in study abroad advising from a focus on the destination to a focus on fulfilling academic requirements and achieving departmental learning outcomes. The initial work increased the number engineering students studying abroad, and the success of the pilot project enabled the Curriculum Integration team at the University of Minnesota to apply for grant funding for expansion across the disciplines.
The Minnesota Model is conceptually straightforward but logistically complex. I will attempt to provide a brief summary of its core conceptual components. The goals of the Minnesota Model of CI are as follows:

1.) Increase integration of study abroad into all undergraduate majors and minors
2.) Provide additional scholarships for study abroad
3.) Enhance faculty/adviser awareness of the contributions that study abroad makes toward creating global citizens and well-educated students
4.) Develop innovative practices, materials, partnerships, and professional alliances
5.) 50% of each graduating class will have studied abroad
6.) Create long-term institutional change: a more “internationalized undergraduate experience” (University of Minnesota Learning Abroad Center, 2006a)

The five guiding principles of the Minnesota Model of CI include:

1.) Partnerships
2.) All participants are teachers and learners
3.) Ownership outside study abroad offices
4.) Work within existing structures
5.) Long-term impact (Anderson, 2005a, p. 9)

These goals and guiding principles are set into action through a process that is described as “Assess-Match-Motivate”, a three-tiered component that strives to provide students in every discipline with opportunities to fulfill requirements through study abroad. Gladding and Shirley (2005) describe the process: 1.) Assessing the curriculum and determining how study abroad can fit with each major’s curriculum. 2.) Determining
how study abroad can help students achieve their desired learning outcomes. 3.) Finding specific study abroad programs that will meet these goals. 4.) Motivating students (especially through advising relationships) (p. 14).

A liaison is assigned to meet with members of each academic department or discipline and is responsible for informing them about the goals, boundaries, and outcomes of Curriculum Integration. According to Gladding and Shirley (2005) the first stage of this partnership with departments involves “assessing the curriculum and finding program matches to develop a study abroad major advising sheet [SAMAS],” an informational publication designed to inform students of the study abroad options within their particular discipline (p. 14). Special consideration is given to issues of course sequence, major requirements, electives, curricular expectations, internship experiences, and courses within the discipline that cannot be taken abroad (p. 15). After a department has selected and approved a list of study abroad programs for its students and an appropriate SAMAS has been published, the second stage of the partnership “train[s] advisers on the use of the major advising sheets and evaluating their effectiveness” (p.15). The third and final stage is described as the “feedback loop” in which study abroad participants of programs approved by their academic department evaluate their experiences. This stage promotes further revision of the major advising sheets (p. 15).

The Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration also systematically addresses five major barriers to study abroad for undergraduate students. These barriers are referred to as Vande Berg’s “5 F’s”: 
1.) Finance: This barrier is addressed by increasing funding for scholarships, applying financial aid to study abroad programs, and reframing the concept of study abroad as an investment.

2.) Fit: The Minnesota Model empowers study abroad administrators to work directly with departments in order to match degree requirements to study abroad coursework. By addressing this issue, time spent abroad translates into time spent meeting degree requirements.

3.) Faculty/Advisers: This barrier is addressed by educating faculty members about study abroad and dispelling myths as well as empowering them to explore and select appropriate study abroad options for their students.

4.) Fear: This barrier is addressed by uncovering the root causes of students’ fear as it relates to study abroad and by “making study abroad a natural part of academic conversations”.

5.) Family & Friends: This barrier is addressed by creating publications and materials related to study abroad that students can share with their families and friends and also by reminding them of the new relationships that they can explore abroad with host families and fellow students (Anderson, 2005a, p. 9).

2006 Report (University of Minnesota): Oregon State University (OSU), The University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire (UWEC) & Skidmore College

Description of the Research Process

In April 2006, the Director of Curriculum Integration at the Learning Abroad Center at the University of Minnesota conducted telephone interviews with study abroad administrators at three universities that were at different stages of adapting the Minnesota
Model of Curriculum Integration to their own institutional contexts. Participants included the Director of the Office of International Education and Outreach at Oregon State University, a coordinator at the Center for International Education at the University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, and the Director of the Office of International Programs at Skidmore College. The respondents provided answers to the following questions:

1. What was the impetus for you/your unit/your institution to begin CI? What are your goals?
2. What were some of the initial barriers?
3. What were some of the initial perceived benefits that the institution would gain from CI?
4. How did you begin the process? (Who did you speak with initially? How did your leadership view the initiative? Which disciplines did you choose and why? Etc.)
5. What from the Minnesota model did you initially use?
6. What from the Minnesota model worked/did not work?
7. How have you refined curriculum integration for your own institution? (University of Minnesota, 2006)

Case Study #1 (University of Minnesota, 2006): Oregon State University

1a.) Impetus & Goals for CI

OSU has traditionally shared study abroad programs with the University of Oregon System and other consortia, but these programs have tended to be focused primarily upon language, culture, and liberal arts. The impetus for OSU to begin implementing CI into study abroad administration was driven not only by the need to address increasing enrollment in study abroad programs, but also by the institution’s emphasis on professional degree programs in fields such as engineering, forestry, and
agriculture. The international education needs of professional students at OSU were not being adequately addressed by traditional study abroad options.

The prior Director of International Programs became aware of the University of Minnesota’s Curriculum Integration initiative and hired the respondent (the current Director), in part, to begin the implementation process at OSU. As his unit was responsible for the development of faculty projects overseas, he was also appointed as “college liaison” because of his connected status with OSU faculty. The ultimate goal of CI implementation was to improve study abroad statistics in the long term. Despite increasing enrollment levels, only 438 students out of 19,000 (approximately 2.3%) were studying abroad at the time. OSU recognized that a paradigm shift needed to occur; a shift in study abroad recruitment strategies was needed in order for OSU to focus on curricular content of programs rather than simply marketing programs to students by geographic location alone.

2a.) Initial Barriers

Before OSU made the decision to implement CI into its study abroad administration practices, the university lacked a formal system for addressing the curricular aspect of study abroad. OSU had depended solely upon marketing study abroad programs to students based upon the geographic locations of the programs rather than curricular content. Therefore, the paradigm shift from marketing to CI presented a significant undertaking. The Director also identified the following barriers that OSU encountered when first approaching CI as an alternative:

- Garnering support from the rest of the study abroad staff
- Practical concerns regarding which process to use to reach enrollment goals
• Practical concerns regarding how to move study abroad from the study abroad office and into the curriculum; increasing visibility on campus.

• While academic advisors were supportive of CI as a concept, they expressed that it would be difficult for them to take on the extra work involved in the initiative.

3a.) Initial Perceived Benefits of CI

The Office of International Education at OSU is focused on the learning outcomes of study abroad and included five learning outcomes for studying abroad from the University of Minnesota CI initiative on their website in 2004. These outcomes include discipline-specific learning, placement of a discipline in its international context, country/region-specific learning, language acquisition, and student (personal) development (Oregon State University Office of International Education, 2004).

4a.) Beginning the CI Process

The Curriculum Integration process at OSU began with a retreat within the study abroad office to discuss the importance of advising and to devise effective ways to collaborate with college advisers. The study abroad office began to contact individual departments to discuss the curricular benefits of study abroad through CI. These interactions began with an informal meeting with the Biology department to discuss degree audit and how study abroad fits (or would fit) into students’ degree programs. Shortly afterwards, other departments began to request that the study abroad advisers come to them to discuss the CI initiative. The Study Abroad Major Advising Sheets (SAMAS) were particularly instrumental in communicating the principles and value of CI to the colleges.
5a.) Initial Use of Minnesota Model

The Minnesota Model of CI is important to OSU in part because of the role of study abroad in the university’s strategic plan and, ultimately, as a core outcome in accreditation. The Director described the Minnesota Model as easy to articulate, which eases the process of replicating it to meet the international education needs of OSU. While the SAMAS publications are useful for communicating the process and value of CI to departments, faculty, and advisers, he explained that their primary purpose at OSU has been to serve as a foundation for conversation, and finally collaboration, with faculty.

When OSU began the CI process, degree audit reviews were critical in terms of determining how credits earned abroad could be applicable to a specific major. Determining the best timing for students to study abroad according to their majors also became an important issue. Assessing the curriculum has been the most important aspect of the Minnesota Model for OSU, and encouraging faculty to think about learning outcomes has also proven critical.

6a.) Outcomes of Minnesota Model

Expected outcomes of study abroad and CI for OSU students include intercultural competencies, increased understanding of cultural pluralism, and greater commitment to social responsibility. As of 2006, the OSU has made progress in the following areas:

- Formed an International Advisory Council (faculty, associate deans)
- Compiled a study abroad outcomes document created specifically for the OSU curricula
- Established a mini MSAG (Multicultural Study Abroad Group)
- Developed a taxonomy that can be used in the accreditation process
• Mentored graduate students
• Sought out volunteer interns from the College Student Personnel and Psychology programs to work on CI and advising from curricular perspectives.
• Began a partnership with the Center for Teaching & Learning Services to focus on student-centered learning
• Began working with the international degree program track, which is an option for any student within their undergraduate degree (similar to the University of Minnesota’s foreign studies minor)
• Received a request from the College of Health and Human Sciences to measure the impact of study abroad on students in these disciplines

The Director expressed that study abroad professionals need to be able to concretely state how study abroad impacts learning outcomes through data collection and research. He stated that it is also important to be able to assess learning outcomes according to program structure. For example, what learning outcomes can be expected from a direct enrollment experience as opposed to another program structure? What can be measured? He considers the assessment of learning outcomes as important to the international education field as a whole.

7a.) Refining the Minnesota Model

The Director expressed interest in further collaboration with the University of Minnesota’s CI team, indicating that he would be willing to attend a summer workshop related to one or more of the following themes:

• Staffing models
• More specific work with particular majors (such as Engineering and Forestry)
Curriculum Integration Case Studies

- Scripts to articulate importance of study abroad and counter resistance
- Presentations related to CI research, study abroad outcomes, statistics, and data collection

**Case Study #2 (University of Minnesota, 2006): The University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire**

1b.) **Impetus & Goals for CI**

Administrators in positions of leadership expressed that study abroad should not constitute a mere supplement to the educational experiences of UWEC students, but rather should be fully integrated into the curriculum. Involvement in CI was a natural progression of this leadership for UWEC.

2b.) **Initial Barriers**

The coordinator observed that a major administrative barrier to the implementation of CI at UWEC has been that although faculty members and advisers demonstrate enthusiasm about the CI initiative, they are often reluctant to take action. As a result, knowing when and how forcefully to push the CI initiative has become a challenge for the staff members. In terms of academic barriers, she finds that it often takes a considerable amount of time to communicate with partner institutions about curricular information such as course details and laboratory hours. This information is essential to the facilitation of transfer credit for UWEC students. For the students themselves, the cost of study abroad constitutes a major perceived barrier. As many students are first generation college students, they often face unique challenges that can make participation in a study abroad experience difficult.
3b.) Initial Perceived Benefits of CI

The administration at UWEC publicly acknowledged the value that study abroad has as part of a college education. The CI initiative is designed to increase study abroad opportunities for students regardless of discipline.

4b.) Beginning the CI Process

Initially, the coordinator traveled to Minnesota to consult with CI team about beginning the process of utilizing the Minnesota Model at UWEC. When she returned, the she presented the CI initiative to the department chair of the Department of Economics, who is directly responsible for course articulations. They discussed appropriate timelines for students to study abroad within the Economics degree program and worked collaboratively to create the first SAMAS for the department. She then presented the SAMAS to the department and the academic adviser and discussed communicating with students about their study abroad options and publishing international education opportunities for Economics students on the department website. Following this meeting, she introduced the CI initiative to the Management and Marketing departments.

At first, the School of Business faculty wanted to develop new study abroad programs for their curriculum, but the CI team at UWEC was able to show that many existing programs could be utilized to effectively meet curricular needs of the department. The School of Business came to the realization that it did not need to run its own programs; it could make use of CI to offer study abroad opportunities to Business students, which would save time, money, and resources. As a result of this realization, The School of
Business became the most receptive academic unit to the implementation of the CI process.

5b.) Initial Use of Minnesota Model

To expand the CI initiative across the disciplines, the coordinator worked with the Registrar’s office to gain access to information about courses that students have previously taken abroad. She indicated that gaining an understanding of previously approved courses would help departments to save time when beginning the CI implementation process.

6b.) Outcomes of Minnesota Model

The coordinator explained that the Teacher/Learner Principle has been the most important aspect of the Minnesota Model for UWEC. Specifically, carefully defining the role of the faculty (curricular experts) and the CI team (study abroad experts) has helped to open the lines of communication between study abroad administrators and departments. Another particularly effective aspect of the Minnesota Model for UWEC has been the SAMAS publications. They inform both students and faculty about the possible learning outcomes of study abroad within a specific discipline. Feedback from academic advisers about the SAMAS has been extremely favorable.

She noted that the SAMAS reframes the discussion about study abroad from destination to discipline. The study abroad office discusses this transition often, even during Parent Orientation sessions. In this respect, the SAMAS concept has changed the way that study abroad is approached by advisers, students, and even parents at UWEC. The study abroad office has also developed a Global Adviser newsletter for faculty,
advisers, and staff, which has also proven an effective means of communication. As a result, the demand for CI is growing; the College of Arts & Sciences has requested that three to four departments per year utilize the CI initiative for its study abroad options. Some departments also appear to be responding to “peer pressure” as well; they are requesting to work with the CI team after having seen the SAMAS publications of other departments.

7b.) Refining the Minnesota Model

The CI team at UWEC has invited faculty and advisers visit their study abroad office for formal tours and refreshments. They have also arranged for visits with new faculty during the second month of employment to discuss the role of study abroad in academic advising. The study abroad office also strives to be flexible and sensitive to the needs of individual departments. For instance, when the Department of Nursing was unable to locate semester programs that were both cost-effective and academically appropriate for its students, the study abroad office created summer programs to meet this need.

UWEC has also focused on staffing in order to meet the needs of the institution. The full-time study abroad staff works for 1-2 hours per week on average with the CI initiative. They are assisted by graduate students employed for credit-bearing internships, who spend 5 hours per week on CI. The graduate interns also work with individual departments. All other interns have also begun to work on CI as well, researching potential study abroad program options for individual departments and compiling SAMAS publications.
Case Study #3 (University of Minnesota, 2006): Skidmore College

1c.) Impetus & Goals for CI

The impetus for CI at Skidmore College developed through student experiences. Study abroad returnees reported that their experiences abroad were an extremely valuable aspect of their undergraduate education, but were not always able to articulate how their study abroad experiences were connected to their academic plan at Skidmore. The faculty also lacked confidence in the academic rigor of study abroad and questioned its curricular legitimacy. In the 2001-2002 academic year, there was a campus-wide conversation about creating an academic vision for Skidmore (a portal to the world) and the potential of study abroad experiences to assist the college in reaching its goals. The following question was collectively examined: what are the academic goals of study abroad? The Office of International Programs (OIP) wanted the input of the faculty about this issue, but preferred not to require the faculty to take on more responsibility than necessary for study abroad programming.

The Director began strategic conversations with department chairs to discover what learning outcomes they wanted for students who choose to participate in study abroad programs. Out of these conversations, an idea emerged; the OIP could collaborate with the departments to create an approved list of study abroad programs targeted by discipline. While this idea was still in the planning stages, she learned about the Minnesota Model and decided to attend the CI conference in Minneapolis. Until that time, she did not have a name to describe her efforts. CI made sense to her as a term and as a concept that could help Skidmore achieve its international education goals.
The first CI goal for Skidmore was to create and maintain a list of 125 approved programs that would be evaluated on a 4-year cycle. This list would be created by following normal procedures at Skidmore, which has a process-focused institutional culture designed to encourage discussion. Faculty input would become an integral aspect of the selection and evaluation process for study abroad programs. Each program must demonstrate academic soundness, and the OIP would need to provide faculty with enough information about the structure and curricula of the programs to aid in the approval process.

The following questions were posed to participating departments prior to the initial CI meeting:

1.) What are your goals for study abroad?
2.) What feedback do you get from students?
3.) What coursework is appropriate for study abroad?

The faculty response indicated that finding the right program for their students was the primary goal for study abroad, and they expressed appreciation to the OIP for taking an active interest in their students and curricula. The conversations between the OIP and the participating departments became focused on meeting this goal as opposed to simply marketing study abroad in general.

Ultimately, it took the OIP two years to get the CI project approved and one year to implement it, although the Director stated that she would not recommend such a short implementation timeline to other institutions. She indicated that she would have preferred a two year implementation process; however, the process inadvertently coincided with a new direct billing system, which proved helpful.
2c.) Initial Barriers

Time constraints presented a major barrier for study abroad administrators at Skidmore, as did encouraging department chairs to make CI a priority. Many conversations were required between the study abroad office and individual departments before changes could be made. Although the study abroad office staff tried to communicate that CI would benefit the departments in the long run by saving time and enhancing the quality of Skidmore students’ academic experiences, they found that the faculty were not always immediately receptive to their ideas.

3c.) Initial Perceived Benefits of CI

According to the new strategic plan put forth by the president of the college, Skidmore is seeking 60% student participation in study abroad by 2015. While Skidmore’s institutional culture is not always amenable to top-down goals, the CI initiative resonated with the study abroad office. Not only would it help to increase enrollment in study abroad, but it would also provide a framework for realizing this shared goal.

4c.) Beginning the CI Process

The process at Skidmore began with the CI conference that the Director attended with her dean at the University of Minnesota. The conference reinforced that the concept of CI was a real movement that was also taking place at other institutions. This solidified the vision that she had for CI at Skidmore and gave her a support network from which to draw resources and ideas. She made a presentation to Committee of Educational Policy and Planning with her dean present at the meeting.
A new faculty subcommittee on International Study was formed with each discipline selecting a representative. From this subcommittee, she was able to form close cooperative relationships with others who were committed to the CI initiative. The proposal for CI went to the faculty floor and was approved by a voting process. After the approval, the dean allowed her to discuss it with the department chairs.

5c.) Initial Use of Minnesota Model

The Director “started with the low-hanging fruit”. When departments that were particularly enthusiastic about the CI initiative approached her and offered their support, she arranged meetings with them to discuss the process. She prepared pre-meeting questions for those departments and came to the meetings with syllabi from potential study abroad providers collected from OIP research. For example, the OIP offered the Department of Anthropology twenty prospective study abroad programs and asked them to choose twelve for their department, keeping in mind diversity of experience. Once the department officially approved a selection of programs, the subcommittee made final recommendations. The Committee of Educational Policy and Planning gave the final approval, and the entire list was brought before the faculty floor.

6c.) Outcomes of Minnesota Model

The Director reported significant changes in study abroad at Skidmore as a result of the implementation of the Minnesota Model. Prior to taking part in the CI initiative, there were four full-time employees in the Office of International Programs including the director, two program coordinators, and a clerical staff member. The OIP reported to the Dean of Studies, who in turn reported to the Dean of Faculty. While Skidmore operated
ten of its own study abroad programs and utilized a wide range of providers, the academic advising system for study abroad was disjoined and lacked focus. Typically, students would approach advisers to discuss program options that they had found on their own. The students were much more focused on the destination than integrating study abroad into their chosen discipline.

Following the implementation of the Minnesota Model of CI, two full-time employees (an assistant director and a finance coordinator) were added to the OIP staff as per the CI proposal. The transition from study abroad advising from a destination-focused perspective to one emphasizing academic goals presented a major paradigm shift for advisers and students alike. Skidmore now uses a list of faculty-approved programs, which are directly tied to academic units. The approval of a given study abroad program is now contingent upon the appropriateness of its curricular content. Study abroad participation has seen a substantial increase following the implementation of the Minnesota Model. During the 2001-2002 academic year, 289 students studied abroad. During the 2005-2006 academic year, which was the first year of full implementation, 453 students participated in a study abroad experience.

7c.) Refining the Minnesota Model

In terms of adapting the Minnesota Model to meet the specific needs of Skidmore College, the Director discussed the importance of connecting CI to the institutional culture. She stated that affecting successful curricular change was dependent on faculty involvement, and she was able to accomplish this by utilizing the Teacher/Learner Principle. This concept was especially important to the success of CI at Skidmore because it established the nature of the relationship between faculty (academic experts)
and the OIP staff (study abroad experts). Establishing roles helped to break down communication barriers, fostered a collaborative partnership between the two groups, and increased faculty engagement, enthusiasm, and participation. The OIP staff also began to adapt their discussions about study abroad to meet the needs of individual departments and disciplines. Although the implementation of the Minnesota Model proved extremely time-consuming at Skidmore, she feels that it was also very rewarding. The CI system is in place and is functioning well. Faculty engagement and the academic advising process have also shown improvement. Skidmore was planning to begin the SAMAS writing process in the summer following this interview.

2007 Report (Van Deusen): The University of California at San Diego & Michigan State University

Description of the Research Process

In March and April of 2007, while working as the Graduate Intern in Curriculum Integration at the Learning Abroad Center at the University of Minnesota, I conducted telephone and email interviews with study abroad administrators at two other universities that were beginning the process of adapting the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration to their own institutional contexts. Participants included the Dean of International Education and Director of the International Center and the Academic Integration Coordinator at the University of California at San Diego, and the Assistant Director of the Office of Study Abroad at Michigan State University. The respondents provided responses to the following questions:

1.) How did you / your office first learn about Curriculum Integration?
2.) How did you / your office first learn about the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration?

3.) What was the impetus for your office / institution to begin Curriculum Integration? What were the goals of this initiative?

4.) What were some of the perceived benefits that the institution would gain from the use of Curriculum Integration?
5.) How did your office/institution begin the process?

6.) What aspects of the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration did your office / institution include / exclude, and why?

7.) What aspects of the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration worked? Which did not? Why?

8.) How has your office adapted Curriculum Integration to meet the specific needs of your institution?

9.) What advice would you give to other study abroad offices / institutions interested in using Curriculum Integration?

10.) Has your institution / office developed its own model of Curriculum Integration? If so, please describe it and discuss how it has been implemented at your institution and/or other institutions.

As two representatives from UCSD were interviewed, their responses are separately labeled. It should be noted that the University of California system refers to Curriculum Integration as Academic Integration, or AI.

Case Study #4 (Van Deusen, 2007): The University of California, San Diego

1d.) Learning About CI

Dean of International Education: Curriculum Integration is referred to as Academic Integration at UCSD. It became an integral aspect of the University of California system’s international education initiative several years ago.
AI Coordinator: “I first learned about Curriculum Integration when I was hired to coordinate the Academic Integration Project at UCSD. It is my understanding that several of my colleagues from UCSD and also from other campuses in the UC System, as well as from UOEAP (University-wide Office of EAP—all UC) attended the Conference on CI in Minnesota in the spring of 2004. I’m not sure how long UOEAP had been talking about Academic Integration, but I’d say for probably a year before I was hired in the fall of 2004.”

2d.) Learning About the Minnesota Model

The Dean of International Education learned about the Minnesota Model of CI at NAFSA Conferences prior to 2004 and at the April 2004 conference in Minnesota.

AI Coordinator: “I learned about it at the same time I learned about the concept of CI, as discussed above. I didn’t know any other campuses were doing anything similar when I first heard about the Minnesota model.”

3d.) Impetus & Goals for CI

Dean of International Education: The goal of AI is to increase enrollment in study abroad without extending the length of students’ degree programs and delaying graduation.

AI Coordinator: “There was a woman at UC Davis who had started implementing some of the outreach activities (I suppose that she learned at the UMN conference in spring 2004?) at her campus and she presented on her efforts at the UOEAP annual conference in Santa Barbara in June 2004. Apparently her presentation was so well
received that either the President of UOEAP or one of the deans decided to ante up some money ($20,000 per campus) as part of a matching fund program to try to get academic integration started at each of the (then) 8 UC campuses. Taken from the UOEAP AI website: ‘The two primary goals of AI are to (1) further engage and invest academic units in EAP, and (2) demonstrate the feasibility of, and reduce academic barriers to, participation in EAP for students in all disciplines’’’ (University of California Education Abroad Program, 2007).

4d.) Initial Perceived Benefits of CI

AI Coordinator: “Again, from the AI website: ‘In addition, AI initiatives may:

• increase enrollment in EAP;
• streamline and automate work processes;
• highlight opportunities for underrepresented student cohorts;
• or help internationalize the University of California’’’ (University of California Education Abroad Program, 2007).

5d.) Beginning the CI Process

Dean of International Education: The CI process at UCSD has included the following.

• First step meetings (informational meetings for students)
• Major Advising Page(s) (MAP – see SAMAS)
• Meetings with departments
• Outreach to colleges and advisors and working with them to ensure that they have a baseline understanding of the CI process
• Meetings / conferences
• Orientation presentations for parents, families, and students
• 10 student interns / student organization liaisons
• Presentations to student organizations

• Class presentations (50 minute units have not been included yet)

The AI team hasn’t yet convened with all the provosts or sought out broader buy-in, but that is just beginning to get underway through her leadership.

AI Coordinator: “UCSD seized upon the opportunity to take advantage of the matching funds program; they were looking for someone who had relationships with the department and college advisors and when they found me, the process began!”

6d.) Initial Use of Minnesota Model

Dean of International Education: Every aspect of the Minnesota Model that USCD has utilized has been working, especially the First Step Meetings and MAP (SAMAS) publications. The AI team completed the MAP publications without departmental consultations; instead, they accounted for what has already been done and presented the departments with the completed MAPs for their approval. As of 2007, they have not yet consulted with the departments with respect to what they would like the students to be able to do overseas, nor have they discussed learning outcomes with the departments.

AI Coordinator: “Initially, we had only the notes from the person at UC Davis who had been making some strides in the AI process and the UMN CI web site to use as guidance. I followed some of the Minnesota methodology in creating a ‘What is AI?’ press sheet to release to the UCSD community, and then used the Minnesota SAMAS Development Guide to create a template for our own Major Advising Pages. When the monograph came out in August 2005, I read through it cover to cover to try to further grasp what the project I was working on might entail in the future. You have to
understand that this project has been very organic from the start—the matching funds program came with no strings attached, and no guidance initially, from UOEAP on how to proceed with the project. I sat down with the faculty director of our office to come up with some phases of our project, and the initial phase (which has brought us really into this 3rd year) included outreach efforts to the colleges and departments (workshops and presentations to advisors and faculty), development of Major Advising Pages (MAPs) for departments (we currently have approx 18 fully developed and another 12 in development, out of a total of approx 50 to develop) and development of a database to obtain and track approved courses from abroad. I also adapted an adviser and faculty survey from Minnesota to use at one of our large workshops for advisers.

There are so many aspects of the Minnesota Model that we have not been able to include as part of our efforts due to a lack of funding. Our AI project is funded at approximately $20,000 annually, whereas Minnesota had the FIPSE and Bush Foundation grants totaling more than $3 million, I believe. Also, in the UC system we are still in the very early stages of AI. I think we’ll be able to include other aspects of Minnesota’s model as we develop the project further on each campus and in the UC system as a whole.” Author’s note: While the University of Minnesota’s total funding for CI was over three million dollars, only one third of that amount was grant funding. The other two thirds was a result of institutional cost sharing.

7d.) Outcomes of Minnesota Model

Dean of International Education: All of the UC systems have been working with EAP, which is a set of programs that the UC system runs. There is an office and a rotating faculty director every two years. What hasn’t been working well is that not all of
the languages or geographic destinations that students are interested in are available. AI had to ask EAP to relinquish some of their control because some students wanted to go on Opportunities Abroad Programs (OAP).

AI Coordinator: “So far, I’d say the outreach methodology has worked for our needs, although we haven’t had the top-down support or leadership at the campus or system-wide level that Minnesota had to essentially mandate the internationalization of the campuses.”

8d.) Adapting CI for Institutional Needs

The Dean of International Education’s advice for other institutions is to adapt and adopt as much as possible from the Minnesota Model. There is no need to reinvent the wheel; look at a needs assessment for the institution (including goals and objectives) and adapt the Minnesota Model accordingly.

AI Coordinator: “In addition to the things I’ve mentioned above, we’ve used some of the evaluation and assessment processes Minnesota used, and have formed a system-wide workgroup to begin the assessment of the AI project.”

9d.) CI Advice for Other Institutions

AI Coordinator: “There are fantastic guidelines, processes, examples, and methodologies to be learned and borrowed from Minnesota’s model! However, Minnesota had funding and administrative support that is rare, I think, among other similar institutions, at least to date. I am excited by the prospect of someday being as “integrated” as the four UMN campuses, but things here are moving as slow as molasses
(with just a handful of people working on the project system-wide), so I’d caution other offices/institutions to be realistic about goals and support before launching in. It can be frustrating holding yourself up to the goals which Minnesota set and accomplished in such a relatively short amount of time!”

10d.) Developing New Models of CI

The Dean of International Education plans to integrate the Minnesota Model into the existing UC AI model. She will be helping with development of materials for UC-wide. In terms of how her leadership will shape the CI initiative: “To a great extent. It will enrich what’s happening and shape it at UCSD and UC-wide. The UCSD staff is very amenable to Assess-Match-Motivate.”

Case Study #5 (Van Deusen, 2007): Michigan State University

1e.) Learning About CI

The Assistant Director of the Office of Study Abroad at Michigan State University spent nine years at the University of Minnesota while working on her graduate degrees and is familiar with the Minnesota’s international education history. She explained that in order to determine the relationship between MSU and Curriculum Integration, one must distinguish between when the phenomenon itself was labeled and elements of its existence before it was labeled. MSU began looking into the CI initiative in response to the University of Minnesota’s success. MSU was interested in CI as a strategy for encouraging underrepresented majors to study abroad.

Initially, many people at MSU were skeptical of the Minnesota Model because it represented a radical departure from the dominant institutional culture. Since the 1950s,
MSU has taken great pride in their trademark short-term, faculty led programs. These programs simply take existing MSU courses overseas; the Assistant Director explained, “This is the ultimate curriculum integration.” Because of the mindset that study abroad can only be properly executed by faculty members teaching MSU courses overseas, it was very difficult to convince administrators and faculty members that direct enrollment programs in which MSU faculty members do not lead the course(s) could be as academically legitimate as the faculty-led programs.

In 2003, a new staff member took the initiative to follow the Minnesota Model insofar as the production of study abroad publications. They are currently working on assisting students to earn MSU grades and credits in direct enrollment programs through cosponsoring. Certain programs have begun to approve these opportunities for students, which constitutes a significant step forward.

2e.) Learning About the Minnesota Model

The Assistant Director learned about the Minnesota Model informally through her contacts at the University of Minnesota and through the Committee for Institutional Cooperation (CIC), a consortium of twelve major research universities in the Midwest. She recognized CI as a strategy to pool resources, exchange best practices and to avoid “reinventing the wheel”.

3e.) Impetus & Goals for CI

The Assistant Director described the goal of CI at MSU as twofold: the first goal was to increase options for majors that are typically underrepresented in study abroad (sciences, engineering, technology, etc). The second goal was to increase participation in
semester-long direct enrollment programs as an alternative to the traditional short-term faculty-led programs.

4e.) Initial Perceived Benefits of CI

MSU has held a longstanding commitment to campus internationalization since the Dean for International Programs was established in 1956, and is united in its efforts to produce “Global Ready Graduates”. The Assistant Director stated that the benefits of CI must be viewed in the larger context of internationalizing the student experience. Gaining international experience of any kind should be made easy and accessible to all students; a student wishing to study abroad should be able to do so irrespective of his or her major.

In order for MSU to reach this goal, it is essential to create meaningful study abroad opportunities that are fully integrated into the existing curriculum. Students should understand that “You come to MSU for your degree and you will study abroad”. CI enables students to take part in an international experience while simultaneously fulfilling degree requirements at MSU.

5e.) Beginning the CI Process

When the CI process began, “nobody talked about it because it was a non-issue”. It was a top-down process; the dean informed the study abroad office that they had to start with the college of natural science because there a large number of majors that were not being served.

There was a half-day retreat where individuals from the department (the dean, advisers, etc) met and the idea of CI was presented to them. They participated in roundtable discussions about meaningful ways to proceed. From those discussions
emerged early adopters who believed in the benefits of study abroad and shared the vision of CI. The Assistant Director opted to “pick the low-hanging fruit first” and work with the professors who were most motivated to help. While she has received some support from the social sciences, there has been a relatively low level of success with college of business, including some instances of total opposition. It is not clear why this is the case.

6e.) Initial Use of Minnesota Model

The colleges at MSU are very independent, and the CI initiative met with some initial resistance. It was then decided that the CI team would work with individual majors instead of whole departments. The departments resisted the idea of the “staff infiltrating the system” but did adopt the CI publications such as academic interest sheets (SAMAS).

7e.) Outcomes of Minnesota Model

One of the outcomes for MSU has been increased contact with academic advisers. Working with people from different areas in the college has proven very valuable. The idea of sending faculty / advisers on site visits has also been a very positive experience. Even if they were initially doubtful, they return as “complete converts”. MSU is starting a new college in 2007: a residential college in arts and humanities with a global focus. This new global liberal arts college is very interested in making CI happen from the start; they want immediately to show the students how they can fulfill requirements through study abroad and are finding ways to cosponsor programs. MSU is building this college from the ground floor with CI in mind.
8e.) Adapting CI for Institutional Needs

MSU developed a CI team internally “using personal connections to avoid resistance by building on existing human relationships and expertise”.

9e.) CI Advice for Other Institutions

Depending on the culture of the institution, the Assistant Director would advise to reexamine the term “Curriculum Integration” because her experience is that her office is not viewed as an “academic unit” at MSU. When MSU faculty, departments, and colleges perceive a non-academic person as trying to interfere with the curriculum, there is a communication breakdown. In the case of MSU, the CI team was told by some faculty members that they “have no right to mess with our curriculum” and that they “have no right to even use the word curriculum.”

She advises completing an environmental scan to discover the “trigger words” at a particular university, and to avoid using those terms if possible. She would also argue not to choose the top-down approach; if the provost’s office had made it a priority in conjunction with the bottom-up approach, she feels that there might have been more success. It is important to “do it from both ends” (top-down and bottom-up). For MSU, implementing CI is still an uphill battle despite the fact that it has been included in strategic planning documents.

Institutionalization is important: “Relying on all these volunteers is great, but if they leave, then what happens?” The Assistant Director also advises against understaffing. When the CI team raises expectations but is unable to deliver services as promised when approached by departments and/or individuals, this creates problems. “Be staffed at the level at which you are making promises and offering services.”
10e.) Developing New Models of CI

The Assistant Director explained that she would prefer to rely less on publications than the University of Minnesota; success at MSU is dependent upon on making CI a part of the institutional culture through a paradigm shift. Support from advisers is also a crucial element for success. There is a tendency for advisers to only discuss a limited range of program options with students and to favor faculty-led programs over direct enrollment programs. Students are sometimes unaware that by participating in a direct enrollment program, they might also be able to complete requirements for their degree; for example, a student might be able to complete all his or her electives in one summer through a direct enrollment program.

She encourages advisers to utilize the study abroad online search function and not to focus solely on the SAMAS publications. This search function is already in place (Michigan State University Office of Study Abroad, 2007). She also encourages advisers to think outside the major when considering a student’s study abroad options and to focus on the wide range of program options offered at MSU. This approach will enable students to complete elective requirements (as opposed to only major requirements) abroad. She plans to introduce this into the discussion about CI.

Conclusion

These practitioner interviews provide us with an inside look into the early stages of the implementation of the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration into five higher education institutions between 2006 and 2007. A limitation of this study was the restriction of the use of quantitative data and/or a lack of quantitative data to report at several institutions. However, the qualitative data is promising. Each of the five
institutions reported that their international education offices have been successful in implementing some or all of the components of the Minnesota Model despite having faced challenges in areas such as funding and/or leadership. These findings lend credibility to early optimism about the transportability of this model to other institutional contexts. Several themes and salient points emerge from these case studies:

- The role of institutional culture in the interpretation and implementation of CI
- Cooperative partnerships with faculty
- Efficient utilization of existing resources and structures
- Setting realistic goals for institutional change

First and foremost, the interview responses showed how critical a thorough understanding of institutional culture and leadership is to the success of Curriculum Integration. As the Assistant Director of the Office of Study Abroad at Michigan State University explained, international education professionals must be familiar with “trigger words” and potentially sensitive issues at their institution in order to effectively communicate the benefits of Curriculum Integration to stakeholders. Institutions seeking to adopt the Minnesota Model should consider conducting environmental scans and/or faculty focus groups to assess potential institutional traditions, procedures, and misconceptions that could present future challenges for the implementation of the CI initiative. Just as international education professionals must work to understand and remove student barriers to study abroad, they must also identify potential administrative barriers to the implementation of Curriculum Integration and plan accordingly.
Learning to set the tone for a close, cooperative relationship with faculty emerged as another primary factor for successful implementation of the Minnesota Model. As this framework is highly dependent upon departmental participation and support, international education professionals must develop the skills and strategies necessary to build trust and credibility among the faculty. Oregon State University noted that appointing liaisons with existing faculty connections proved advantageous in terms of garnering wider support.

Both Skidmore College and Michigan State University reported that the success of departments that emerged as early adopters of the Minnesota Model encouraged other departments to follow suit. The University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire also reported success in building relationships with faculty members by inviting them to the Center for International Education for formal tours. Institutions in the initial stages of adopting the Minnesota Model should assess the level of interaction between the study abroad office and the faculty and develop strategies to strengthen these connections early in the process.

Another issue that emerged from these findings was the need for institutions that are in the process of implementing the Minnesota Model to set realistic goals and to work with as many existing resources as possible, particularly in the absence of substantial outside funding. Michigan State University, for example, made use of its existing online presence to develop a study abroad program search engine to streamline the advising process. Skidmore College’s one-year implementation timeline, while ultimately successful, was challenging. Allowing ample time not only to locate funding and identify resources but also to complete each stage of the implementation process is a crucial element of setting realistic goals for success.
As more institutions begin to utilize the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration to transition toward discipline-focused study abroad administration and advising, institutional case studies and practitioner interviews will become an increasingly important method of gathering information about the transportability and sustainability of the model. Building cross-institutional relationships will enable international education professionals to share best practices and to develop strategies for overcoming challenges within each stage of the implementation process. Continued case study research is recommended for the future in order to maximize the effectiveness of the Minnesota Model.
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Appendix I: Curriculum Integration Interview Questions (April 2006)

University of Minnesota

1. What was the impetus for you/your unit/your institution to begin CI? What are your goals?

2. What were some of the initial barriers?

3. What were some of the initial perceived benefits that the institution would gain from CI?

4. How did you begin the process? (Who did you speak with initially? How did your leadership view the initiative? Which disciplines did you choose and why? Etc.)

5. What from the Minnesota model did you initially use?

6. What from the Minnesota model worked/did not work?

7. How have you refined curriculum integration for your own institution?
Appendix II: Curriculum Integration Interview Questions (March / April 2007)

Brenda Van Deusen (adapted from University of Minnesota, Appendix I)

1.) How did you / your office first learn about Curriculum Integration?

2.) How did you / your office first learn about the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration?

3.) What was the impetus for your office / institution to begin Curriculum Integration? What were the goals of this initiative?

4.) What were some of the perceived benefits that the institution would gain from the use of Curriculum Integration?

5.) How did your office/institution begin the process?

6.) What aspects of the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration did your office / institution include / exclude, and why?

7.) What aspects of the Minnesota Model of Curriculum Integration worked? Which did not? Why?

8.) How has your office adapted Curriculum Integration to meet the specific needs of your institution?

9.) What advice would you give to other study abroad offices / institutions interested in using Curriculum Integration?

10.) Has your institution / office developed its own model of Curriculum Integration? If so, please describe it and discuss how it has been implemented at your institution and/or other institutions.
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